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GALAXY®, the second biggest chocolate 
brand in the market, is using out of 
home media to promote the launch of 
Ireland’s first ever Galaxy Style Exchange 
- an invitation to style-savvy women 
nationwide to upgrade their wardrobes by 
exchanging stylish items of clothing and 
accessories with friends. 

The initiative is inspired by the popular 
movement of swishing, a fashion craze 
that has swept the UK and refers to the 
organised act of swapping clothing, shoes 
or accessories from the back of your 
wardrobe with others. The nationwide 
roll-out will be supported by the biggest 
ever activation on the brand and features 
a campaign centrepiece of two wrapped 

Dressing the City
Galaxy launches innovative ooh campaign

bus shelters on Pearse and Camden Streets incorporating 
special Adshel 6 Sheets showcasing outfits from the 
campaign partner Siopaella , an innovative swap boutique 
and consignment store in Dublin.  The accompanying tagline 
reads “Next Stop – A Whole New Wardrobe”. Other ooh activity 
includes Adshel in Dublin and other urban areas, city centre 
Metropanel 6 Sheets, dPod digital screens in Dundrum and 
Pavilions shopping centres and Dublin Bus Super Rears.

The campaign is planned by MediaVest and PML with creative 
by Irish International and styling and delivery by Siopaella 
and Edelman.

The new campaign comes on the back a hugely successful 
brand re-launch in 2013, which delivered a full packaging 
redesign and a new product shape reflecting the smooth, 
sophisticated elegance associated with GALAXY® chocolate. 

Join the stylish conversation @galaxy_ie #GalaxyStyle 
www.galaxy.ie

(L-R) Laura Noble, Clear Channel, Niamh Daly, PML, Aisling Hogan, Mars 
and Ella de Guzman
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Irish TV gets its Message Out
Irish TV is Ireland’s first international TV station. It broadcasts 
24 hours a day on Sky TV channel 191 and online via www.
irishtv.ie. The launch, planned by Clear Blue Water and PML, 
is being announced using nationwide 48 Sheets plus City 
Impact bus side displays in Cork, Limerick, Galway, Dundalk 
and Sligo. The copy is tailored to each county, tying in with 
the ‘Local Stories – Global Audience’ proposition.

Irish TV promotes Ireland as a wonderful place to live in, to 
do business and to visit. It is the brainchild of husband and 
wife team Pierce O'Reilly and Maireach Ni Mhaoilchiarain, 
and backed by Mayo-born multi-millionaire John Griffin, 
who recently sold the UK's largest minicab service, Addison 
Lee, for €360m.

Declan Kelly of Clear Blue Water comments: ‘OOH is a 
fantastic launch medium and nothing says ‘local’ like a 48 
sheet in your community. This was a case of laying down roots 
in the counties that Irish TV are covering and to signal that their 
county matters to Irish TV. Transport was also very important 
to boost that coverage in the urban areas. What I really liked 
about this campaign was that it was truly an ‘island of Ireland’ 
campaign with poster sites throughout Ireland rather than just 
the main urban centres.’ 

Roadside ooh formats generate rapid coverage builds and 
are often the preferred brand-launch platform. Although ooh 
is obviously very strong in the capital it’s interesting to note 
that over half (50.4%) of adults from outside Dublin recall 
seeing roadside billboards in the past week, while 29.5% of 
those in urban areas outside of Dublin recall advertising on 
the outside of buses. Source: TGI 2013.

UPC launch totally free offer in Cork and Limerick
For those living in Cork and Limerick, UPC’s 
latest offer is a great one. They’re giving their 
Fibre Powered services away completely free for 
six months to new customers living in Cork and 
Limerick. 

How did UPC promote this great offer? By using 
the power of out of home of course!

Due to the exclusivity of the offer, UPC focused on 
Cork and Limerick in their marketing campaign 
and used ooh advertising to target commuters and 
shoppers. 48 Sheets, 96 Sheets, Banners, Super 
Rears, Adboxes, plus 6 Sheets at key purchase 
and commuter points, were all incorporated into 
this significant marketing campaign.

Media activity was coordinated by Carat and PML, 
with creative by Irish International.
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National Lottery brought their games from offline to online 
in Cycle 10, with the launch of its advertising campaign to 
promote the National Lottery play online channel.  

In a significant marketing campaign, including a 60-second 
television ad, National Lottery introduced ‘the Guru’, whose 
psychic abilities are allegedly on the blink when a young man 
looking for the winning Lotto numbers tells the Guru that he 
has plenty of time to enter them into the draw, because he 
can play straight away online rather than having to go to the 
shop. 

This is the first time that National Lottery have promoted its 
online channel directly to consumers and a variety of ooh 
formats were used in this campaign to target potential players 
on the go. Luas tram dominations, T-Sides, Golden Squares, 
Eco Cabs, Adshel and Transvision at Connolly Station were 
all included in this campaign. In addition, Adshel were enabled with NFC, which brought smartphone users to the online 
channel where they can set up their play account.

While we wouldn’t be trusting any numbers predicted by the Guru, we really like the innovative and funny way that National 
Lottery have chosen to promote its online channel. So get playing and fingers crossed you’ll be winning in minutes!

This campaign was planned by Starcom and Source out of home, with creative by DDFH&B.

National Lottery bridges offline and online
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Gum Litter Taskforce launched their 2014 awareness campaign on a sunny 
Grafton Street on May 21st. The ‘Bin it your way’ campaign, in its third year, aims 
to educate and bring about behaviour change in the public’s disposal of chewing 
gum across Ireland.

The launch was attended by Dublin’s Lord Mayor Oisín Quinn along with business 
representatives and the GLT team. 

Out of home advertising will again play a major role in the campaign and some of 
the ambient formats to be used in the campaign were also on Grafton Street for 
the launch photo call.

48 Sheets, 96 Sheets, 6 Sheets, Forward Stems, Mega Squares, Super Rears and 
City Impacts are all part of the cycle 11 burst, planned by PML and MediaVest. 
Focus Advertising are behind the creative work.

Last year’s Gum Litter Taskforce campaign recently picked up the Grand Prix 
in PML Group’s annual Poster Impact Awards. It was the top recalled campaign 
among over 1,000 researched by PML Group in 2013. Representatives of all the 
companies behind the campaign were presented with the awards at a reception in 
Dublin recently. (Pictured below)

ooh to the fore in Gum Litter Taskforce 2014 launch
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Landmark campaign from Just-Eat.ie
In its latest ooh campaign Just-Eat is making a meal out of three of 
Dublin’s iconic skyline features. The Poolbeg Towers, The Spire and the 
Convention Centre have been respectively transformed into a chicken 
roaster, kebab skewer and a tortilla wrap. Tapping into the audiences 
potential mindset the posters read ‘Got Foodbrain?’.

Hungry commuters are being targeted through Adshel and Metropanel 
6 Sheets, Bus Supersides and T-Sides and roadside billboards 
consisting of 48 Sheets, Europanels and Golden Squares. A whopping 
79% of Dublin foodies (who visit a restaurant twice or more a month) 
have recalled seeing at least one of these formats in the past week. 
Source TGI 2013.

The campaign is planned by Clear Blue Water and PML with creative 
by Bloom.

No Messin’ for FM104 in new ooh Campaign
Radio continues to exploit its obvious synergy with out of home and FM104 are the latest station to 
feature on the streets of Dublin. Transport formats were the main elements of the current activity, in 
the form of Forward Stems, Lower Rears and internal transit panels. Metropoles were also displaying 
the Strawberry Alarm Clock themed creative. 

Carat and PML were responsible for the planning and buying of the campaign.

Radio has increased its investment on out of home by over 5% in 2014. Other stations that have been 
active this year include 98FM, Today FM, Newstalk and RTÉ Radio 1.
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Fancy winning a brand new iPad? That’s 
good, because we here at PML Group are 
giving one away.

We’ll be hitting the streets with our SayWhatYouSee 
competition in cycle 12. What you need to do to enter is 
look out for the PML Group branded ooh formats over 
the next few weeks. We will be displaying 3 images on 
these formats. All you need to do is work out the popular 
catchphrase from the images displayed.

When you’ve worked it out, simply log on to saywhatyousee.ie 
and enter your details along with your answer.

A winner will be drawn from all the correct answers.

So, keep your eyes on out of home…
                                  …and SayWhatYouSee.

#SayWhatYouSee...& WIN

Closing date for entries: 29/06/14

The sun is starting to shine and PepsiCo are certainly getting 
into the summer spirit with this bright and cheery out of 
home campaign for Tropicana.

Recognised as a ‘goodness on the go’ drink, the plan for this 
campaign included a variety of formats in public transport 
areas, such as Transvision at Connolly Station, backlit units in 
Pearse Street Station, Luas columns and Adshel vinyl wraps.

Product sampling was also integrated into the campaign 
with bottles of juice handed out at key transport hubs, such 
as Connolly Station.

The campaign was planned by OMD and PML, and the creative 
by Irish International.

Tropicana getting into the summer spirit

http://saywhatyousee.ie/
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ooh I Like...
The campaign that really caught my attention 
in May was for the launch of Smirnoff Sorbet 
pouches.  The creative was visually ‘berry’ 
appealing  - it made me want to buy a Smirnoff 
Sorbet because it looks so appetising!  

48 Sheets and Golden Squares, along with 
some 3D specials, created impact on-street.  
A mix of Adshel and Retail 6 sheets boosted 

visibility on main commuter routes and gave 
a visual reminder to the consumer in the final 
window of influence at point of purchase.  

And the sun was shining during the campaign, 
which served to add to the appeal of the 
product!   Cool down with a Smirnoff Raspberry 
Sorbet on a sunny day – yes please!  

Flashback
Elections have been the order of the 
day over recent weeks in Ireland 
and across Europe. This is one 
of our favourite election posters, 
encouraging people to vote on 
one of the major issues of 2002….
what colour M&M was the best. 
The humour, combined with the 
colourful and simple images made 
it an impactful poster and it gets 
our vote this month as  a worthy 
Flashback. And unlike many real 
politicians from 2002, M&Ms are 
still very much a favourite with the 
Irish public!

Louise Enright, Director, 
Source ooh

This picture is one of over 85,000 that our Posterwatch database has on record, stretching 
back over three decades. For further details on Posterwatch feel free to give us a call.
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CONNECTING WITH YOUR AUDIENCE

CONNECTING WITH US
Visit our new company websites and follow us on social media.

PML Group — Connecting  you with out of home
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Twitter and outdoor advertising push the boundaries 
in latest campaigns
More and more we’re seeing brands push the boundaries between digital out of home 
(OOH) advertising and Twitter. It showcases how the two can be used together to drive 
deeper engagement and greater interaction.

Pepsi Max illustrates this trend with its new #LiveForNow campaign, which features user 
generated Vine videos in its digital OOH advertising. With #LiveForNow @PepsiMaxUK 
is asking users to submit their Vine videos for a chance to be featured on a digital Max 
billboard.

This effort points to an evolution in how brands are incorporating Twitter into their OOH 
campaigns, from the inclusion of a hashtag in the past to a more integrated and dynamic 
call to action.

Gordon MacMillan 
Editorial Manager, TwitterUK

The campaign highlights how Twitter helps open up the 
hyperlocal nature of OOH to the wider world. A billboard 
located in London or Birmingham can become instantly 
accessible to anyone in the UK via Twitter and a hashtag. This 
approach fosters an ongoing conversation between brands 
and consumers, as Tweets containing photos or video are 
shared back and forth on screen.

It’s also recognition that 80% of Twitter mobile users access 
the platform on the move and they see OOH ads wherever 
they go.

Shea Warnes (@SheaWarnes), social strategist at Bartle 
Bogle Hegarty (@bbhlondon), says this trend is helping bring 
people closer to the moment. He points to another recent 
example — Nike and its Shout campaign.

“Twitter and OOH presents a great opportunity to bring 
fans closer to the moment whether it is an event or a 
competition. Nike Shout for instance used a pitch-side digital 
display allowing a fan to tweet a message of support to the 
players. It makes an audience feel more connected and 
offers an interesting way to surface and celebrate positive 
conversations about your brand on an outdoor display,” says 
Warnes.

Similarly, Nokia recently launched a campaign to create 
awareness and drive engagement around the photographic 
capabilities of its 1020 smartphone by combining OOH and 
Twitter. To do so, it launched a digital version of the classic 
game I spy, which it styled #iSpy.

The @Nokia campaign used Ocean Outdoor’s (@
OceanOutdoorUK) network of digital outdoor screens, 
including the full-motion digital Eat Street screen at London’s 
Westfield Centre (@westfieldlondon), where select Tweets 
and clues were featured. Players were invited to use their 
mobile phones to guess the names of a series of notable 
landmarks and sites featured on the full motion screen.

As with @PepsiMaxUK the campaign featured a strong call to 
action and constantly refreshed content.

That was something we saw again in December when @
BT_UK used London’s landmark BT Tower to display Tweets, 
offering Twitter users the chance to have their 140 character 
creations featured on the tower’s digital screen. Users simply 
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Twitter and outdoor advertising push the boundaries 
in latest campaigns
had to tweet @BT_UK using the hashtag #TweetsOnTheTower. 
The telecoms firm then lit up BT Tower with user messages 
and captured the moment using Vine. 

More recently, we’ve also seen this trend in the U.S. 
Deodorant brand @Axe (@lynxeffect in the UK) has been 
running a campaign with a beautifully simple idea at its 
heart: #KissForPeace.

@Axe asked Twitter users to submit their picture of a kiss for 
the chance to have it featured on a billboard in Times Square 
in New York. This simple and effective call to action resulted 
in a billboard with a stream of fresh content. 

It’s activity like this that highlights how brands can constantly 
update their outdoor ads when combining with Twitter, 

according to Warnes: “It means brands can constantly update 
the content and conversation with new Tweets to keep the 
advertising refreshing and interesting.”

He suggests that Twitter and OOH could take this to another 
level by featuring Tweets of recommendation being displayed 
outside theatres, cinemas and restaurants.

That’s something we have already started to see as film 
studios and theatre companies begin to incorporate reviews 
from fans on Twitter into their advertising. Look at Book of 
Mormon and its use of user reviews as an example. Expect to 
see many more such examples.

Pepsi is using Vine videos not only to refresh 
its billboards with new content, but also to 
continue the conversation started with 
consumers online.
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Paths to Purchase

Mondeléz //  
Format: Purchase Points // 

Creative: Publicis //  
Media Agency: PHD // 
ooh Specialist: PML //

Nestlé //  
Format: Adbox // 

Creative: DDFH&B //  
Media Agency: Mindshare // 

ooh Specialist: Source out of home //

McDonald's //  
Format: Citybox // 
Creative: Cawley Nea\TBWA //  
Media Agency: Mediaworks // 
ooh Specialist: Source out of home //

Glanbia //  
Format: StorePoints // 
Creative: Irish International //  
Media Agency: Carat // 
ooh Specialist: PML //

Kerry Group // Format: POPAd Trolley  
Creative: McCannBlue // Media Agency: Vizeum  
ooh Specialist: Source out of home
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On the Street

Bank of Ireland // Format: Adshel 
Creative: Cawley Nea\TBWA // Media Agency: Carat  

ooh Specialist: PML

Mars // Format: Adbikes  
Creative: Irish International // Media Agency: MediaVest  
ooh Specialist: PML

20th Century Fox //  
Format: T-Side // 
Creative: Adept Advertising //  
Media Agency: Vizeum // 
ooh Specialist: Source out of home //

Element Films //  
Format: Super Rear // 
Media Agency: Media Bureau // 
ooh Specialist: PML //
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On the Street

Adverts.ie //  
Format: Metropole //  
Media Agency: Mediaworks // 
ooh Specialist: Source out of home //

Aer Lingus //  
Format: Metropole // 
Creative: Irish International //  
Media Agency: MediaVest // 
ooh Specialist: PML //

Tesco //  
Format: DART 48 Sheet //  
Media Agency: Initiative // 

ooh Specialist: PML //

Independent News & Media //  
Format: Metropanel // 

Creative: Irish International //  
Media Agency: Starcom // 

ooh Specialist: Source out of home //

Musgrave Group //  
Format: Superside // 
Creative: DDFH&B //  

Media Agency: Starcom // 
ooh Specialist: Source out of home //

Sony Music // Format: Orbscreen  
Media Agency: MediaVest // ooh Specialist: Source out of home
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Nescafe Mexico: Traffic light
Nescafé has made early mornings easier with an 
outdoor billboard synchronized with traffic lights 
which illuminates the road green, red or orange. 
Click here to view video.

Agency: Marcel DF, Mexico

SNCF French Railways: The Moments
TBWA/Paris has brought billboards to life for France's SNCF Railways. 
The campaign includes a huge opera-singing mouth, Marilyn Monroe's 
wind-blown skirt and others. Click here to view video. 

Agency: TBWA Paris

Don't just stand there. Ignoring 
abuse is as bad as abusing 
Child abuse happens everyday, often in front of witnesses. 
Unfortunately, in many cases, it passes unreported. Although child 
abuse is unacceptable, witnesses often choose not to react and 
report it. The goal of the campaign was to warn them that non-
doing is as harmful as doing itself because it doesn't break the 
vicious abuse cycle. Pretty campaigns help, but sometimes people 
need to be a little enlightened. A simple intervention on a traditional 
medium: With the help of motion sensor spotlight, by-passers 
became participants and were faced with the consequences of 
turning the blind eye.  Click here to view video.

Agency: Señor / Zagreb

Last Call 
Some people wait for something far more important than a 
departing train. MOD is a Swedish organization working to 
increase the number of registered organ donors. This banner, 
which looks like airport/train station signage, was placed in 
the departure area at Malmö Central Station to highlight the 
people waiting for a transplant to save their life. All names on 
the list are real.

Agency: Wonderleap & Eight, Malmö

Optic Square: Light adaptive 
poster 
The world's first light adaptive poster to 
demonstrate the exact benefit of Light Adaptive 
Lenses which is able to transform your eyeglasses 
into sunglasses automatically when exposed to 
sunlight. Click here to view video.

Agency: BBDO / Proximity

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=383DDHTKu0gv=31AOj4gng8Y
http://www.bestadsontv.com/ad/62521/SNCF-French-Railways-The-Moments
http://www.bestadsontv.com/ad/62026/Hrabri-telefon-helpline-Dont-just-stand-there-Ignoring-abuse-is-as-bad-as-abusing
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PT-_Kkd0Ur4
http://www.bestadsontv.com/ad/62521/SNCF-French-Railways-The-Moments
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=383DDHTKu0g
http://www.bestadsontv.com/ad/62026/Hrabri-telefon-helpline-Dont-just-stand-there-Ignoring-abuse-is-as-bad-as-abusinghttp://vimeo.com/90543804
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PT-_Kkd0Ur4
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April 2014 // Cycle 8 - 9

Top Rated DesignsTop Recalled Campaigns

Top Call to Action Best Message Understanding

2nd

1st70%

64% Pompeii - eOne Films // Format: T-Side 
Media: ZenithOptimedia // 
ooh Specialist: PML

The Amazing Spiderman 2 - Sony Films // 
Format: 48 Sheet // 
Creative: Irish International // Media: OMD   
ooh Specialist: Source out of home

McDonald's Eurosaver // Format: 6 Sheet 
Creative: Cawley Nea\TBWA //  
Media: Mediaworks // 
ooh Specialist: Source out of home

Smirnoff Vodka - Red //  
Format: 48 Sheet // 
Creative: 72 & Sunny // Media: Carat 
ooh Specialist: Source out of home

Ryanair // Format: T-Side 98 FM // Format: Adshel 
Media: Maxus   
ooh Specialist: PML
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Top Products
April 2014 // Cycle 8 - 9

Small Format Large Format Transport Ambient Digital

1 48 € 413k

2 Lucozade Energy Challenge € 363k

3 Kenco Millicano Sunlight Blend - Mondelez € 298k

4 Brennans Bread € 264k

5 Magnum € 260k

6 Guinness Draught € 255k

7 Ribena Mango & Lime € 248k

8 Vodafone 4G € 245k

9 Lyons Pyramid Tea Bags € 242k

10 SuperValu Online Shopping € 234k

11 The Amazing Spiderman 2 - Sony Films € 231k

12 Sky Broadband € 217k

13 Bulmers Original € 215k

14 Bank of Ireland - First Time Buyers € 211k

15 Cadbury - Sandwich € 201k

Display Value

Telefonica brand 48 was the top 
advertiser on ooh in April, with 
a continuation of its “Play while 
you can” campaign. Overall, 
however, the telecoms market 
was down year on year with 
decreased activity for Sky and 
Vodafone, both of whom had 
major launches a year previous.

Elsewhere FMCG brands 
comprised 6 of the top 10. There 
were major gains in the film 
category lead by Sony’s The 
Amazing Spider-Man 2, and a 
raft of releases by eOne Films 
including Pompeii and Calvary. 
Increased activity within the 
Political & Advisory sector saw 
it break into the top 10, in no 
small part due to the European 
Elections.

€k €50k €100k €150k €200k €250k €300k €350k €400k €450k

48

Lucozade Energy Challenge

Kenco Millicano Sunlight Blend - Mondelez

Brennans Bread

Magnum

Guinness Draught

Ribena Mango & Lime

Vodafone 4G

Lyons Pyramid Tea Bags

SuperValu Online Shopping

The Amazing Spiderman 2 - Sony Films

Sky Broadband

Bulmers Original

Bank of Ireland - First Time Buyers

Cadbury - Sandwich

The figures contained in this report are based on 
published Media Owner rate cards and refer to 
display values only. The figures are drawn from 
PML Group’s exclusive Posterwatch service, which 
monitors 100% of roadside and transport panels 
(interior and exterior) every two weeks; a total of over 
32,200 panels across IOI. The figures also include 
Ambient & Digital media. For further details on 15 
years of Posterwatch data please contact either:  
Colum colum@pmlgroup.ie or James james@
pmlgroup.ie

colum@pmlgroup.ie
james@pmlgroup.ie
james@pmlgroup.ie
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Top Products
April 2014 // Cycle 8 - 9

€k €500k €1,000k €1,500k €2,000k

Telecoms

Tourism & Travel

Retail Outlets

Beers & Ciders

Finance

Food

Soft Drinks

Films

Confectionery & Snacking

Political & Advisory

Top Categories

1 Telecoms € 1,851k

2 Tourism & Travel € 1,413k

3 Retail Outlets € 1,237k

4 Beer & Ciders € 1,158k

5 Finance € 1,146k

6 Food € 1,132k

7 Soft Drinks € 1,000k

8 Films € 842k

9 Confectionery & Snacking € 779k

10 Political & Advisory € 661k

Small Format Large Format Transport Ambient Digital

Display Value

+140% 

+11%

+69%

+49%

-14%

-13%

-33%

-12%

+11%

+15%

% Change on 2013
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You know summer’s here when Taste of Dublin opens.

From June 12-15th 2014, fine dining will be transported 
to Iveagh Gardens with Taste of Dublin for four days of 
summer eating, drinking and entertainment. With a brand 
new line-up of features to tickle your taste buds and 20 
of the city’s latest, greatest and hottest restaurants who 
will be dishing up their finest in an unbeatable alfresco 
gourmet feast. While 100 producers will be providing 
a bounty of the best food and beverages, ensuring that 
guests sample and shop for a range of produce in the laid 
back atmosphere of a boutique food market.

To be in with a chance to win a pair of tickets complete 
with Florins just tell us:

Who is the Michelin starred chef who will make his Taste 
of Dublin debut this year.

a) Michel Roux Jr. 
b) Michael J Fox 
c) Marcel Marceau

Send your answers to: competitions@pmlgroup.ie

Closing date is Friday 6th of June 2014. 

 

Last Month’s Winner
Congratulations to Sylvia Cawley from Initiative Media who 
won a pair of tickets to see Arcade Fire in Marley Park in June.

May
28th - 1st Cirque du Soleil: Dralion. The O2

29th - 
2nd

Bloom Garden Festival. Phoenix Park

29th - 
3rd

Cat Laughs Comedy Festival. Kilkenny

30th - 1st Tribfest Ireland Music Festival. Tullynally 
Castle, Westmeath

31st RaboDirect PRO12: Final

June
2nd Flora Women’s Mini Marathon. Dublin

2nd Cork City Marathon. Cork

4th Eagles. The O2

6th - 7th Eagles. The O2

7th Cliff Richard.  Bord Gais Energy Theatre

10th - 
11th

GradIreland Summer Fair. RDS

11th Dolly Parton. The O2

12th - 
13th July

FIFA World Cup. Brazil

12-15th Taste of Dublin. Iveagh Gardens

16th - 
21st

Let it Be. Bord Gais Energy Theatre

20th - 
22nd

Body and Soul Festival. Ballinlough Castle

28th - 
29th

Westport Arts Festival

July
3rd - 6th Ennis Street Festival. Ennis

5th Ring of Kerry

8th - 26th Dirty Dancing. Bord Gais Energy Theatre

CompetitionEvent Guide

Back Catalogue:
Click here to view previous issues!

mailto:competitions%40pmlgroup.ie?subject=Taste%20of%20Dublin
mailto:competitions%40pmlgroup.ie?subject=Competition%20-%20Taste%20of%20Dublin%202014
mailto:info%40pml-ni.com?subject=engage%20mailing%20list
http://pml.ie/news_engage.html
http://pmlgroup.ie/category/engage/

